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microwaves are approximately in the range of 30 cm (1 GHz)
to 1 mm (300 GHz) [1]. Electromagnetic wave travel with a
constant velocity of 3 x 108 ms-1 in vacuum [1], [2]. Moreover,
they also can travel through anything either in air, solid material
or vacuum. They comply with the laws of reflection and can be
transmitted, absorbed or reflected relying on sort of material.
Electromagnetic wave vary in wavelength and frequency. All
electromagnetic wave propagates at the same speed through
space, their wavelengths, frequencies, and energy levels can
vary. A wave with longer wavelength have lower frequencies
while shorter wavelength will have higher frequencies. The
speed of a wave is a product of its wavelength and frequency.
Regulation of electromagnetic (EM) disruptions and
elimination of radiation field emission are important to avoid
interference with electromagnetic and protection problems [3].
Electromagnetic interference (EMI) can cause significant
device disruption. Due to system-to-system [4], [5], it can cause
computer malfunctions, produce false images and lower
efficiency. Electromagnetic wave absorbers with the ability to
absorb unwanted electromagnetic waves are used to solve
problems caused by electromagnetic interference. New
advances in microwave absorber technology have contributed,
on the other hand, to materials which can effectively minimize
electromagnetic signal reflection and have decent physical
quality and lower production costs [6].
In this project, absorbers are designed in pyramidal shape.
Excellent performance of pyramidal absorber is primarily due
to the many reflections that exist between the pyramids [7], [8].
The multi-reflections in these pyramidal microwave absorbers
contribute to substantial attenuation and boost microwave
absorption relative to the flat [9] . Incident waves at the tip of
hollow pyramidal absorber with impedance matching allow
them to reach the absorber and induce wave reflection between
pyramidal absorbers [9]–[11].
In the microwave region, carbon is commonly used to coat the
absorbers. Carbon is one of the semiconductors that allow a
little amount of charge flow through it [12], [13]. As a
microwave strikes this material, the wave becomes attenuated
and weakend. The cancellation phase will take part when
energy is loss due to the conversion from electromagnetic
interference energy to heat energy [14]–[16]. The dielectric
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I. INTRODUCTION

ADIO wave and microwave are forms of electromagnetic
energy that are collectively described by the term radio
frequency (RF). Radio frequencies are divided into groups
which have similar characteristics, called “bands” such as Lband, S-band, C-band and X-band. The wavelength of
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material of the absorbers are characterized by electric
permittivity and magnetic permeability. The permittivity is a
proportion of the material’s impact on the electric field in the
electromagnetic wave and permeability is a proportion of the
material’s impact on the magnetic component of the wave [15],
[17], [18].
The attenuation of electromagnetic wave can be obtained by
reflection or absorption of the received signal [19], [20]. Many
studies have been done on the development of highperformance multifunctional absorbers. Jaumann absorbers and
Salisbury screen are very good examples of radiation absorbers.
In the literatures, Salisbury screen is a passive microwave
absorber which is built by putting a thin 377 Ω/square resisitive
sheet λ/4 over a metal ground plane [21], [22]. This condition
is to diminish backscaterring from a flat plate at normal
incidence. It is a narrow-band technique because the placement
of the resisitive sheet is a function of frequency and is critical
to the radiation cross section (RCS) performance [23]. It also
can expand the bandwidth by adding the additional capacitive
sheets, inventing Jaumann absorber [24], [25].
In previous research, only several works performed on the
optimization of pyramidal microwave absorber by using slot
technique. A significant finding by A.Hasnain is that the new
technique of slot radial array design on pyramidal microwave
absorber is proved to improve the absorption performance [26].
The absorption performance of pyramidal microwave absorber
with slotted design is increased from -10.3dB to -11.8dB. This
challenge was then attempted to be solved in subsequent work.
For example, the slotted triangle on pyramidal microwave
absorber is presented in order to investigate the effect of the
performance after applying the sierpinski triangle slot design. It
was found that the best absorption performance is high up to 38.56dB at frequency range 11GHz to 12GHz [27]. Meanwhile,
A.Syahmi et.al investigated the impact of the selective point on
the microwave absorber surface with un-slotted and inverted
triangle slotted. The results indicate that the highest absorption
performance obtain is -20.65dB which is higher than un-slotted
design [23].
Numeric methods and equivalent cicuit method are the
principal tools of analysis for Frequency Selective Surface
(FSS) absorbers [28], [29]. Some method of optimization is also
required due to the wave absorbing performance parameters.
Technically, there are many shapes and arrangements in FSS
method such as square, square rings, rectangular, cross dipole
and arbitrarily geometry. Shape is the most sensitive parameter
which can impact the RAM’s reflectivity performance [30]. In
addition, the absorber is independent of the polarization of an
incident wave regardless of its geometrical shape [31]. FSS or
slot array consists of capacitive cells, acts as a capacitor on the
low frequency region but its impedance after the first resonance
becomes inductive [28]. The impedance of a slot can be
represented through a series RLC circuit as shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Equivalent transmission-line circuit model [31]

The shape of the slot influence the values of L and C
parameters. The dielectric substrate (carbon) behaves as an
inductor in this work.
In theory, slot is defined as a radiating element to excite the
electromagnetic wave. A slot is designed to reflect, transmit or
absorb electromagnetic fields based on the frequency of field
[32]. The currents flow around the slot and build up charge on
one side, which causes an electric field to form across the slot.
The field across the gap depends on the current flowing around
the slot. By placing a slot in the path of the currents, the slots
can be excited and energy radiated . An incoming wave of the
plane is either transmitted (passband) or reflected (stopband),
entirely or partially, depending on the feature of the nature array
element.[33]. This happens as the electromagnetic wave
matches the slot feature resonant frequency. The slot is thus
capable of passing or blocking the electromagnetic wave of a
certain frequency spectrum in free space[33]–[35]. For the
rectangular slot, the resonance occurs when the length of each
half-loop is a multiple of one half-wavelength. This means that
a half-loop acts as a dipole. Therefore, the total length of the
loop should be a multiple of one full wavelength. If a vertically
polarized incoming wave strikes a vertical half-wave vertical
dipole, the dipole resonates, regardless of the angle of incident
[33]. However, the dipole does not resonate efficiently
depending on the angles of the incident where the direction of
incident is oblique to the width of the dipole. This is because
the length of the dipole in the incident direction is now less than
a half-wavelength.
In this article, the rectangular slot shape of the microwave
absorber is proposed as a new alternative for enhancing
absorption performance. By changing the material’s carbon
loading, the optimal performance of absorbers is achieved. The
loading needed is light enough to increase the penetration of the
wave during each reflection, but strong enough to absorb this
part of the wave before emerged. The absorption performance
can be increased by using slots in the absorber surface by
preserving all other parameters including shape, material and
carbon loading. Moreover, owing to the previous excellent
performance has initiated this study to investigate the
rectangular slotted design at different size. In this study,
potential outcomes to improve the absorption performance of
the hollow pyramidal microwave absorber has been considered
by investigating several size of rectangular slots. The concept
of slot is applied to the electromagnetic wave in order for the
wave to get radiated. To excite the wave, there must be a
coupling of λg/4 for E field. However, currently there is no
evidence in microwave absorber regarding to the slots theory
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and the concept of antenna slot theory is applied unto the
microwave absorber due to microwave absorber concept is
inversely proportional to antenna theory.

The reflection coefficient simulated results obtained were
analysed for the absorption performance indicator .
B. Fabrication Process
Fig. 2 shows several designs of single rectangular slot on
hollow pyramidal microwave absorber that have been proposed
in this project. There are three different size of rectangular slot
design in this study namely small, medium and big slot size.
The rectangular shape of the slot has been chosen based on the
desired frequency range of 1GHz to 12GHz. In this project, the
selected frequency of 2GHz, 4GHz and 6GHz are chosen to
determine the size of the slots. The higher the frequency the
lower the slot size. The size of rectangular slots can be
calculated by using equation (1) and (2) as following :

II. METHODOLOGY
The initial study of this project began by collecting and
conducting several studies on microwave absorber and a review
of the literatures of previous researchers. Basically, the
commercial microwave absorbers have their standard
electromagnetic properties at certain frequencies. The available
commercial microwave absorbers have dimension ranging from
5.1cm (2 inch) up to 3.7m (12ft). Special cuts often made for
specific applications. Table 1 shows several electromagnetic
properties of commercial pyramidal microwave absorber
available in the market. These commercial pyramidal absorbers
are non-slot solid pyramidal shape.

λ=

TABLE I

COMPARISON ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF COMMERCIAL ABSORBERS

L=

AVAILABLE IN THE MARKET

Commercial
Absorbers

TDK IS-060

VHP-18-NRL

500MHz

Electromagnetic Properties (dB)
1GHz
3GHz
5GHz
10GHz
15GHz

24GHz

-32

-42

-50

-55

-55

-55

-55

-30

-40

-45

-50

-50

-50

-50

𝑐𝑐

(1)

𝜆𝜆

(2)

𝑓𝑓

2

Where, the height of the slot must be H<< 𝞴𝞴.

3cm
6cm

HP-18PCL
-25

-35

-40

-45

-45

-45

-45

(a)

Several proposed slotted designs with different size has been
considered including the shape, size and dielectric material used
to meet the scope of the project. The simulation and measured
performance of the proposed slotted microwave absorber has
been performed by using CST simulation software and NRL
arch free space measurement. The CST simulation software is
used to estimate the capability performance of the designed
while NRL arch free space is a method to verify the actual
performance of the slotted microwave absorber design. The
actual performance results obtained by each slotted designs are
analysed and discussed in this paper.

4cm

8cm

(b)
8cm

A. CST Simulation Modelling
After studies on characteristics and parameters have been
performed, several factors influencing the absorption
performance are identified to determine the absorption
performance of the proposed slotted design. Several design of
single rectangular slot on hollow pyramidal microwave
absorber are designed by using CST simulation in order to
predict the preliminary results of the absorption performance.
Each design is applied with different size of the slot design,
however the value of the dielectric constant applied is still the
same. The desired frequency range is set within 1 to 12 GHz to
operate the simulation performance of the designed absorber.

18cm

(c)
Fig. 2. The different size of single rectangular slot design on hollow
pyramidal microwave absorber (a) small slot (b) medium slot (c) big slot

The fabrication process started with preparing the standard
commercial pyramidal size microwave absorber. The material
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to form the hollow pyramidal microwave absorber is created
from cardboards. The next process is implementing the
proposed rectangular slot on the four sides of hollow pyramidal
microwave absorber. The slot designs are divided into three size
which is small, medium and big slot size respectively. For
absorbing material, the preparation of the appropriate material
ratio is taken into account. In this study, carbon which is derived
from biomass material is going to be used as a coating material
or radiation absorbing material (RAM). The powder activated
carbon (PAC) is blended together with water and painted to
form a coating paint to coat the surface of the pyramidal
absorber.

Absorption (dB)

0

-10

-20

-30

-40

-50

C. NRL Arch Free Space Measurement
Last step is to measure the absorber designs by using the
measurement of NRL Arch free space method. Ayat perlu
diubah. The standard measurement set up is shown in Fig. 3 to
verify the absorption performance of the proposed design. The
calibration measurement set up for free space arch method has
a very simple procedure by placing the plate on the centre with
transmitting and receiving signal wave from horn antenna at
normal incidence [36]–[38]. The transmitter antenna is
connected to the signal generator and sends microwave energy
to the material being tested while the receiving antenna is
connected to the signal detector and measures the excess energy
after reflection.

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

Frequency (GHz)
small
medium
big

Fig. 4. The measurement results of small slot, medium slot and big slot size

Fig. 4 shows the results obtained from the measurement
analysis of the small slot, medium slot and big slot. The
comparison of the different slot size are analysed to examine
the effect of absorption performance towards frequency band
application. As shown in the graph, the performance achieved
by a small slot size design is better than medium and big slot
size at all frequency band. The highest absorption performance
obtained by small slot at the entire frequency range of 1 GHz to
12 GHz, is -43.89dB at 9.62 GHz
TABLE II
MINIMUM, MAXIMUM AND AVERAGE ABSORPTION PERFORMANCE OF SMALL
SLOT, MEDIUM SLOT AND BIG SLOT SIZE

Fig. 3. Measurement set up by using NRL arch free space method

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance of different size of slotted design is
discsussed in this section. There are three different size of single
rectangular slot on hollow pyramidal absorber. They are
compared and analysed in term of their absorption performance
towards four frequency band which are L, S, C and X-band. The
slotted designed are labelled with the name of small, medium
and big slot size respectively as shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 3 shows
the comparison of absorption performance obtained by all
designs.
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better maximum absorption than medium slot size at high
frequency band of -27.47dB at C-band and -36.46dB at X-band.
The result conclusively prove that the smaller the size of the
slot, the better the absorption performance is, at certain
frequency band. From this results, it is indicated that the slot
size play a significant role to improve the absorption
performance towards the frequency band. The slot length of
small, medium and big size is designed based on frequency
6GHz, 4GHz and 2GHz respectively. Based on the results, the
absorption performance of different slot length occurred at the
designed frequency. The different size of the slot width will
influence the different bandwith performance. As shown in Fig.
4, the small slot with narrow width produce a narrow bandwidth
at frequency band. This research proves that excellent
absorption performance is achieved by small slot size across all
frequency band as compared to medium and big slot size. It can
be concluded that the small slot that has a narrow slot length
facing the normal incident wave provide a better efficiency of
radiation absorption. This study demonstrated that the
wavelength of the slot can be adjusted by varying the slot length
in order to improve the absorption performance.

Fig. 5. Maximum absorption performance of small slot, medium slot and
big slot size

Table 2 compares the data for minimum, maximum and
average absorption performance obtained by small slot,
medium slot and big slot size. While, Figure 5 shows the
maximum absorption performance achieved by three different
size of slot designs are compared and analysed by using the bar
chart . It can be seen from the Figure 2, the average absorption
performance of small slot size is -3.02dB at L-band, -3.58dB at
S-band, -14.38dB at C-band and -16.64dB at X-band, which are
better than medium and big slot size. The medium slot size
obtained higher average absorption performance than big slot
size at all frequency band which are -2.28dB at L-band, -1.60dB
at S-band, -4.31dB and at C-band and -13.69dB at X-band.
Meanwhile, the average absorption performance of big slot size
is -2.19dB at L-band, -1.37dB at S-band, -3.66dB at C-band and
-13.14dB at X-band. Among the three candidates small slot size
has the highest average absorption performance followed by
medium and big slot size.
The analysed data for minimum absorption performance
obtained by small slot size shows a better minimum absorption
performance than medium and big slot size at all frequency
band. If a narrow length of the slot is cut in a large flat sheet,
it will absorb in a manner resembling a particular radiation with
a dipole radiation of the same dimensions as the slot.
Consequently, the minimum absorption of small slot design
obtained the highest performance than medium and big slot size
which are -2.06dB at L-band, -2.91dB at S-band, -8.20dB at Cband and -16.64dB at X band. Apart of that, the medium slot
size contribute better minimum absorption performance than
big slot size at S-band, C-band and X-band which is -1.92dB, 4.22dB and -9.48dB respectively except at L-band which is 0.84dB and -1.12dB respectively. Meanwhile, the big slot size
obtained the lowest absorption performance at S-band, C-band
and X band which are -1.36dB, -3.59dB and -9.41dB
respectively.
The bar chart in Fig. 4 indicates that small slot size achieved
the highest maximum absorption performance at all frequency
band. The maximum absorption performance obtained by small
slot size is -3.39dB at L-band, -14.44dB at S-band, -38.16dB at
C-band and -43.89dB at X-band which indicated better
performance than medium slot and big slot. The medium slot
size obtained higher maximum absorption than big slot size at
low frequency band which are -2.46dB at L-band and -5.54dB
at S-band respectively. Meanwhile, the big slot size provide

IV. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented an account of slot size play an
important role to improve the absorption performance within
the frequency range of 1 GHz to 12 GHz. In this investigation,
the effect of different slot size towards absorption performance
at certain band applications are experimentally verified. The
most obvious finding to emerge from this study is that small
slot size contribute better performance at L-band, S-band, Cband and X-band.
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